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FASHION: Objects, Concepts & Visions is thematically linked to the very successful special 
show ReFashioning Austria, held in Shanghai’s Liu Haisu Art Museum in December 2016. With 
the exhibition location of Berlin in mind, the selection is supplemented with new works and 
encompasses around 40 positions of fashion designers and artists. 
 
The exhibition showcases the experimental and ready-to-wear, textile art, jewellery and 
accessories, with the exhibits located at the passing boundaries of design and art. What is 
constant in the individually aesthetic approaches is the playful use of material and the alienation 
of classic attributions. Implementation is guided by traditional and experimental handiwork and 
new technologies.  

 
Objects: The objects represent the experimental aspect of the exhibition and show the works of 
young talents who have established themselves in places such as Los Angeles, Tokyo, London 
and Antwerp. Their work is characterised by an interdisciplinary approach and/or a combination 
of craftsmanship and modern technology.  
 
Visions: Insights into individual design concepts are also showcased through a series of video 
and photo works on display, including a photo series by Elfie Semotan, especially 
commissioned for Berlin. Semotan shot ready-to-wear pieces of established labels as well as 
recent graduates of the fashion class of the University of Applied Arts in Vienna. The additional 
video works show the translation of design concepts into a contemporary visual language.  
 
Concepts: Offering a view from the outside, the works of four artists who explore the creative 
tensions between textile and craft, space and body, as well as analogue and digital, will be 
shown. The chosen artists work with sculpture, installation, object and image, and capture the 
viewer by means of appropriation and unexpected interventions to create new perceptual 
patterns. 
 
 
The exhibition, commissioned by the Austrian Federal Chancellery (BKA), Art and Culture 
department, is organised by AUSTRIANFASHION.NET, with its curator Claudia Rosa Lukas. 
Since 2012, Lukas has been involved in artistic and curatorial concepts and mediation 
programmes in close cooperation with museums and cultural institutions in the cities of London, 
Shanghai and Vienna. 
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